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## PhD and PostDoc retreat 2016

### Wednesday 30 March

- **8:15** departure from Åborgade
- **11:00** Registration at Sandbjerg
- **11:30-12:30** Introduction and news from PHD committee *(Stalden)*
- **12:30-13:30** Lunch
- **13:30-16:30** Workshop *Entrepreneurship & Innovation – why the big hullabaloo?* *(Stalden)*
- **16:30-17:30** Teambuilding *(Brænderiet)*
- **17:30-18:30** Break
- **18:30-01:00** Dinner *(Bar closes at 1:00)*

### Thursday 31 March

- **8:00-9:00** breakfast and check-out
- **9:00-10:30** Introduction and poster session *(Brænderiet)*
- **10:30-11:30** *Postdocs*: Evaluation of posters *(Palæet)*
- **10:30-11:30** *PhDs*: PhD group discussion and group work *(Stalden)*
- **11:30-12:30** Feedback on posters *(Brænderiet)*
- **12:30-13:30** Lunch
- **13:30-14:30** *CS*: Group work *(Stalden)*
- **13:30-14:30** *BiRC*: Group work *(Palæet)*
- **14:30-14:45** Round-off *(Stalden)*
- **14:45** Departure from Sandbjerg
News from Postdoc and PhD committees
PhD Committee

Members of the PhD Committee

- Anders Møller (Chairman, CS)
- Ira Assent (CS)
- Peyman Afshani (CS)
- Susanne Bødker (CS)
- Christian Storm Pedersen (CS & BiRC)
- Mikkel Heide Schierup (CS & BiRC)
- Tobias Sonne (Student repr., CS)
- Dan Søndergaard (Student repr., CS & BiRC)
- Sofia Rasmussen (Administration)
GSST Rules and Regulations

http://phd.au.dk/gradschools/scienceandtechnology/rulesandregulations/
PhD Committee

Charter
The PhD Committee at the Department of Computer Science coincides with the Computer Science programme committee of the Graduate School of Science and Technology (GSST). This committee is responsible for the PhD studies in Computer Science and Bioinformatics.

The aims of the committee are to:

- ensure that we attract the top students to the PhD programme
- support our PhD students toward reaching their full potential during their studies in collaboration with their advisors
- reinforce the high reputation of our PhD programme in the research community both nationally and internationally
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The PhD Committee at the Department of Computer Science coincides with the Computer Science programme committee of the Graduate School of Science and Technology (GSST). This committee is responsible for the PhD studies in Computer Science and Bioinformatics.

The aims of the committee are to:

› ensure that we attract the top students to the PhD programme
› support our PhD students toward reaching their full potential during their studies in collaboration with their advisors
› reinforce the high reputation of our community both nationally and internationally

The work currently performed by the committee consists of:

› evaluating applications for GSST
› organizing PhD defenses and qualifying exams
› contributing to recruiting new PhD students, in particular in form of information meetings and web-based information about PhD studies
› arranging an annual retreat for the PhD students, with the aim of developing general research skills and establishing connections between the students
› counseling for PhD students

http://cs.staff.au.dk/boards-and-committees/phd-committee/
PhD Committee

Four applications deadlines per year
February 1, May 1, August 1, November 1

Please help us to recruit the very best PhD students!

Charter
The PhD Committee at the Department of Computer Science at the University of Aarhus, Denmark, evaluates applications for the Computer Science PhD Programme. The PhD programme is conducted at the Computer Science and Technology (GSST) and is intended for students who wish to pursue a research career in Computer Science.

The aims of the committee are to:

› ensure that we attract the top students to the PhD programme
› support our PhD students toward reaching their full potential during their studies in collaboration with their advisors
› reinforce the high reputation of our PhD programme and the Computer Science community both nationally and internationally

The work currently performed by the committee consists of:

› evaluating applications for GSST
› organizing PhD defenses and qualifying exams
› contributing to recruiting new PhD students, in particular in form of information meetings and web-based information about PhD studies
› arranging an annual retreat for the PhD students, with the aim of developing general research skills and establishing connections between the students
› counseling for PhD students

http://cs.staff.au.dk/boards-and-committees/phd-committee/
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Charter
The PhD Committee at the Department of Computer Science coincides with the Computer Science programme committee of the Graduate School of Science and Technology (GSST). This committee is responsible for the PhD studies in Computer Science and Bioinformatics.

The aims of the committee are to:
- ensure that we attract the top students to the PhD programme
- support our PhD students toward reaching their full potential during their studies in collaboration with their advisors
- reinforce the high reputation of our research community both nationally and internationally

The work currently performed by the committee consists of:
- evaluating applications for GSST
- organizing PhD defenses and qualifying exams
- contributing to recruiting new PhD students, in particular in form of information meetings and web-based information about PhD studies
- arranging an annual retreat for the PhD students, with the aim of developing general research skills and establishing connections between the students
- counseling for PhD students

http://cs.staff.au.dk/boards-and-committees/phd-committee/
Important www-page (1)

http://phd.au.dk/gradschools/scienceandtechnology/
Important www-page (2)

http://phd.au.dk/gradschools/scienceandtechnology/programmes/computerscience/
GSST Rules and Regulations

http://phd.au.dk/gradschools/scienceandtechnology/rulesandregulations/
Updated (March 4, 2016):

- New chapter about “code of conduct”.
- Stating that the course “scientific teaching” is now mandatory and more info about courses in general.
- More info about teaching obligations and the possibilities of exemption.
- ...

http://phd.au.dk/gradschools/scienceandtechnology/rulesandregulations/
PhD Committee
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The PhD Committee at the Department of Computer Science coincides with the Computer Science programme committee of the Graduate School of Science and Technology (GSST). This committee is responsible for the PhD studies in Computer Science and Bioinformatics.

The aims of the committee are to:
- ensure that we attract the top students to the PhD programme
- support our PhD students toward reaching their full potential during their studies in collaboration with their advisors
- reinforce the high reputation of our community both nationally and internationally

The work currently performed by the committee consists of:
- evaluating applications for GSST
- organizing PhD defenses and qualifying exams
- contributing to recruiting new PhD students, in particular in form of information meetings and web-based information about PhD studies
- arranging an annual retreat for the PhD students, with the aim of developing general research skills and establishing connections between the students
- counseling for PhD students

http://cs.staff.au.dk/boards-and-committees/phd-committee/
On-going activities: PhD Retreat, PhD lunches, …

Courses: PhD courses, Ad-hoc mini-courses, …

Counselling: You are always welcome to contact the PhD committee in any way you prefer, e.g. via your PhD Support Group.

Your ideas and inputs are always welcome!

Charter

The PhD Committee at the Department of Computer Science, the University of Aarhus, represents the Computer Science programme of the Faculty of Science and Technology (GSST). This includes doctoral studies in Computer Science and Bioinformatics.

The aims of the committee are to:

› ensure that we attract the top students to the PhD programme
› support our PhD students toward reaching their full potential during their studies in collaboration with their advisors
› reinforce the high reputation of our community both nationally and internationally

The work currently performed by the committee consists of:

› evaluating applications for GSST
› organizing PhD defenses and qualifying exams
› contributing to recruiting new PhD students, in particular in form of information meetings and web-based information about PhD studies
› arranging an annual retreat for the PhD students, with the aim of developing general research skills and establishing connections between the students
› counseling for PhD students

http://cs.staff.au.dk/boards-and-committees/phd-committee/
Courses

- A PhD student must have **30 ECTS of PhD courses**, and **what remains of the Master’s program**, if enrolled before having a Master’s degree.

  - Remaining Master’s courses must (of course) be completed before the Qualification Exam (which is the Master’s exam).

  - PhD courses should be completed before the Qualification Exam.

- **So far**: PhD courses can be selected from a range of activities.
Courses

- A PhD student must have **30 ECTS of PhD courses**, and **what remains of the Master’s program**, if enrolled before having a Master’s degree.

- Remaining Master's courses must (of course) be completed before the Qualification Exam (which is the Master's exam).

- PhD courses should be completed before the Qualification Exam.

- **So far**: PhD courses can be selected from a range of activities.

  - Course work for PhD students can consist of, for example,
    - Transferable skills courses (common to all of GSST)
    - MSc courses
    - Actual PhD courses
    - Ad-hoc mini-courses (typically by guest professors)
    - Summer schools
    - "Journal clubs"

  The department strongly recommends to complete the course *Introduction to Science Teaching* as early as possible in your PhD programme. Please note that the course is **mandatory** for all PhD students accepted after October 1, 2015.

  At most 10 ECTS can be covered by transferable skills courses, unless special agreements are made.

http://phd.au.dk/gradschools/scienceandtechnology/programmes/computerscience/courses/
Courses

- A PhD student must have **30 ECTS of PhD courses**, and **what remains of the Master’s program**, if enrolled before having a Master’s degree.

  - Remaining Master’s courses must (of course) be completed before the Qualification Exam (which is the Master’s exam).

  - PhD courses should be completed before the Qualification Exam.

- **From Fall 2016**: A (more) clear separation between MSc and PhD courses with more activities targeted directly at PhD students. Still very very flexible.

- **Your input**: Ideas for classes, activities and organisation.
Keeping track of progress

- Following ministerial rules, the PhD school must perform ‘half year evaluations’ of PhD students. This involves:
  - Your initial **PhD plan** (document) and your ongoing updates.
  - Your ongoing registration of activities in **PhD planner** (course work, teaching, conference participation, publications etc.).
  - Your input is reviewed by your supervisor, the PhD committee, and the PhD school every half year.
  - At CS: Discussed in your **PhD Support Group**.
  - **Your input**: Ideas for improving this ‘workflow’, PhD Planner, PhD Support Groups etc.
Summary

- Anything else?
Anything else?

Tomorrow (1030-1130) we have time for further discussion. Think about:

- New student representative(s) in the PhD committee
- Ongoing ‘PhD-activities’, PhD lunches, PhD retreats, …
- PhD courses, ideas and organisation
- Workflow for ‘keeping track of activities’, PhD Planner, …
- PhD Support Groups
- …
Summary

http://phd.au.dk/gradschools/scienceandtechnology/programmes/computerscience/
## PhD and PostDoc retreat 2016

### Wednesday 30 March

- **8:15** departure from Åbogade
- **11:00** Registration at Sandbjerg
- **11:30-12:30** Introduction and news from PHD committee *(Stalden)*
- **12:30-13:30** Lunch
- **13:30-16:30** Workshop *Entrepreneurship & Innovation – why the big hullabaloo?* *(Stalden)*
- **16:30-17:30** Teambuilding *(Brænderiet)*
- **17:30-18:30** Break

### Thursday 31 March

- **8:00-9:00** breakfast and check-out
- **9:00-10:30** Introduction and poster session *(Brænderiet)*
- **10:30-11:30** *Postdocs*: Evaluation of posters *(Palæet)*
- **10:30-11:30** *PhDs*: PhD group discussion and group work *(Stalden)*
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18:30-01:00 Dinner *(Bar closes at 1:00)*